Dear German Student,

The following enrichment activity is an opportunity to practice your German skills, as well as learn about the culture and geography of Germany. At the end of each video segment are various types of interactive questions to challenge your comprehension about the video that include vocabulary, grammar and geography.


There are 19 videos following the two teams of German learners on their adventures across Germany. If you cannot follow everything, watch the video a second time. Then proceed to the questions that follow that are stated as Overview Exercises Manuscript Glossary Downloads & Links in German.

ÜBERSICHT  ÜBUNGEN  MANUSKRIPT  GLOSSAR  DOWNLOADS & LINKS

There are numerous other activities under the tab of Learn German. If you find this too much of a challenge or wish to further challenge your skills, look for some of the other activities available.

For those of you who feel like you need a break from technology, study your vocabulary terms located at the end of each chapter.

German level I students, chapters 1 through 6

German level II students, chapters 7 through 11

For German level IV students, choose a story from the “Sagas and Legends” textbook.

Alles Gute!

Herr Lukan